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Research shows value of cadaver dogs
locating underwater corpses
Even when a body is submerged in deep
and murky water, a specially-trained dog
can sniff its whereabouts from the surface.
This incredible level of canine capability
is being investigated by University of
Huddersfield researcher Lorna Irish. Her
thesis on cadaver detection dogs will make
a powerful case for extending their use in
cases of underwater corpses.
During her research for a PhD, Lorna has
covered several aspects of the work of
detection dogs and she has also developed
a special fascination for the use of dogs to
detect submerged bodies.
Globally, there are some 100,000 deaths
annual from drowning – including
accidents and suicides. Some countries,
such as the USA, are ahead of the UK
in using dogs to detect the submerged
bodies.
“When a body is on land it is hoped it will
stay in one place, but in water a body can
move in three dimensions, so it is a lot
more difficult to locate and recover,” said
Lorna.
“It is absolutely fascinating watching the
dogs work,” she said. “I have seen dogs
locate bodies within a metre and they have
been quite accurate in depths of about 15
metres of water.”
Lorna’s research has found that the dogs
can only be really effective if they can
get down to the level water to clarify the
scent or they may not be able to give a
clear indication. Therefore, access to the
water both from the bank and particularly
from a boat is crucial to the success of a
search. “If the sides of the boat are too
high, the dog will simply not be able to
smell the water,” says Lorna.

There is also evidence that tasting the
water is important for the dogs as well.
“According to the handlers, many of
their dogs taste the water,” says Lorna,
“and we think that this is a confirmation
mechanism used by the dogs to confirm
the presence of a body.

“...many countries are ahead of
the UK in using dogs to detect
the submerged bodies...”
Globally, some 100,000
deaths annual are from
drowning – including accidents
and suicides

“Like snakes, dogs have a sensory trigger
called the Jacobson’s Organ, which can
collect chemicals from the air, and also
from the water, and the dogs may use this
to confirm the indication of a body.”

Cadaver dogs detecting submerged
bodies took Lorna for her research
to Ireland, where the practice is well
advanced. In the Republic, Lorna
witnessed an actual search, for the victim
of a fishing accident in Lough Ree. She
was on board a boat while a dog, sniffing
the waters from the deck, detected the
presence of a body and she witnessed
training exercises in which a human
cadaver was simulated by a dead pig,
submerged in a body bag.
“Using dogs to detect a submerged body
is not foolproof, but it is a valuable extra
tool,” says Lorna.
However, it is a practice that is not widely
used in the UK. Largely this is down to
the lack of dogs and to lack of money.
Training a cadaver dog can be expensive
“and then there are other costs like
funding a boat or the dog may have to be
‘bought in’ from another police force or
organisation,” added Lorna.
Lorna, aged 25, from Ilminster in
Somerset, scored first class honours for
her BSc degree in forensic and analytical
science and is now close to finishing
her PhD, entitled The Identification and
Quantification of Gaseous Products
in relation to Cadaver Dog Efficiency
that had been devised by the forensic
anthropologist Dr Anna Williams.
Lorna too relocated to Huddersfield to
continue her research, for which she is
supervised by Dr Williams and by the
analytical chemist Dr Gareth Parkes.
Her ideal goal is to continue investigating
cadaver dogs as an academic researcher.
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METROPOLITAN POLICE

Statement following the
tragic events in Paris
Following the tragic events in Paris overnight the Metropolitan Police Commissioner, Sir Bernard Hogan-Howe has sent
his condolences and offered his support on
behalf of the service.

following the horrific attack in Paris.

The Commissioner said:

“The ambition of terrorists is to sow
discord, sow distrust and create fear. But
at the heart of success in countering terrorism, regardless of the operations we run
and the arrests we make, is the relationship between the public and the police. It
needs to be stronger than ever.

“My thoughts, and those of Met officers
and staff, are with Paris and the men and
women whose job is to deal with this horrific situation.
“London and Paris are linked as two of
the world’s strongest capital cities and we
stand prepared to help in any way.
“We have developed appropriate tactics
to deal with a firearms attack in London,
but we will, of course, urgently review our
approach in the light of last night’s act of
terrorism in Paris. The scale of the attacks
and the range of weaponry used by the
terrorists are a serious cause for concern.
But the public can be reassured that our
firearms officers are trained to deal with
this kind of incident and we are constantly
evolving new ways to combat the threats
to public safety.”
The UK Government recognised the increased threat in the summer of 2014 and
raised the threat level to a point where an
attack is considered to be highly likely.
Police and security agencies have been
working flat out since then to protect the
public. They are currently working on hundreds of active investigations and making,
on average, an arrest a day.
Additional high-visibility patrols are in
place to provide reassurance at key locations across the Capital. Officers are working closely with London’s communities and
businesses to offer reassurance and advice

Assistant Commissioner Mark Rowley,
National Police Chiefs’ Council lead for
counter terrorism, said:

“In particular, we as the police depend
massively on information from communities; whether it’s about suspicious individuals or suspicious behaviours. We’ve had
more reports than ever before over the last
year. That needs to continue.”
“We are reviewing our police stance across
the country, but however strong we are,
however ready we are, regardless of how
many people we are arresting; we will
be dependent upon the confidence and
strength of communities to work with us.”
Speaking about changes to policing, he
added:
“We have been strengthening our policing
at ports and we have been strengthening
policing on the street. People may notice
some changes at events at big cities across
the country.
“We will constantly keep that under
review in the forthcoming days and weeks
but we can’t let the terrorists defeat us by
becoming fearful and withdrawing from
the streets.
“The term I would use is ‘to be alert, not
alarmed’. People should recognise that
we have been talking publicly about our

Commisioner Hogan Howe

efforts to counter terrorism and we have
seen a positive response from the public
over the last year.
“It comes down to trust between communities and that ability for the public to trust
the police, work with us and supply us
with the sort of information that they have
been doing.”
Speaking about the current threat level
and responding to an attack AC Rowley
added:
“The threat level is currently at ‘severe’
which means an attack is highly likely
- that’s the assessment which we have
prepared for. For example people would
have seen the large-scale training held
in London this summer, for the type of
scenario that tragically happened in Paris
in the last 24 hours.
“We have been planning for it and it’s very
much on the radar in terms of something
that we fear may happen, but of course
we constantly hope it won’t happen.
“So we are doing everything we possibly
can do and of course there are no guarantees. But I would come back to the relationship between the police and the public
and the amount of information which has
been fantastic recently. We need that to
continue, because it is that vigilance which
gives us the first insight into a possible
attack.”
The public is asked if they see or hear
anything suspicious to contact police or
the confidential Anti-Terrorist Hotline 0800
789 321.
This article was published at Nov 14
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Statement from
Commander
Richard Walton
The terrorist attacks in Paris on Friday were
acts of barbaric inhumanity. The people
of France will, quite understandably, be in
shock as they face arguably their greatest challenge since the end of the Second
World War.
“The people of London - and the officers
and staff of the Met - stand with them.a
“London has faced down a succession of
terrorist threats over the last 100 years
or more - and the story of our great city
includes endless accounts of resilience,
resourcefulness and resolve.
“The events at the weekend will only
strengthen our determination to stand up
against this grotesque form of extremism.
“In recent years, we have faced an unprecedented threat linked to events in Syria
and the Met’s Counter Terrorism Command has adapted to this growing and
ever-changing threat.
“The threat level was raised in August
2014 to a point where it was assessed that
an attack is considered to be highly likely
in the UK.
“My counter terrorism officers, together
with the rest of the Met, the intelligence
services and other police forces are working tirelessly to prevent and, if necessary,
prepare to confront any terrorist threat to
those who live and work in London.
“Across the country the police and security
services are running about 600 separate
counter-terrorist investigations and we
are making on average an arrest a day. Six
attempts to carry out an attack have been
prevented over the last 12 months.
“Our tactics to deal with a firearms attack
in London remain under constant review
to keep the public safe. We have brave
men and women who take on the responsibility of being firearms officers who are
ready to be in the front line and confront
terrorists with weapons in the event of an
attack like the one in Paris.
“The Met will always take its place in the
frontline; however, it remains true to say
that communities continue to play a huge
www.onthebell.co.uk

part defeating terrorism. They are our eyes
and ears. We need them to be vigilant and
report anything suspicious to us.
“My message to the people of London is:
“If you see or hear something that gives
you cause for concern, then please call us
straight away. It may seem small to you,
but it may be the missing piece of the
jigsaw for us.
“It may be nothing, but if you think it may
be terrorist-related then please trust your
instincts and call the Anti-Terrorist Hotline.
Suspicious activity is anything that seems
out of place, unusual or just doesn’t seem
to fit in with day-to-day life.
“Terrorists have to plan and prepare any
attack and this involves communicating,
buying and storing materials, surveillance
and requires funds to do all this. We
depend on information from the public to
disrupt their plans.
“We have had particular cause to be
grateful for growing levels of support
from Muslim communities - who share our
determination to defeat terrorism. I would
continue to urge those who have concerns
about anyone showing signs of having
been radicalised to talk to us - and to do
so early, so that we can act and act fast.
“My promise to you is that we will not
rest from our work. My officers and staff
continue to work tirelessly, round the clock
to protect you and this wonderfully diverse
global city from terrorism and to pursue
relentlessly those who plan and support
acts of terrorism.
“London need not be fearful but alert and
vigilant.
“If anyone sees or hears any suspicious
activity please report it to police on the
Anti-Terrorist Hotline - 0800 789 321.”

Leaders
of major
faiths in
Liverpool
issue
statement
on the Paris
attacks
As leaders and representatives of the
major faiths in Liverpool we stand
together to condemn acts of violence
such as we have seen in Paris over
the weekend. No terrorist is ever
truly acting in the name of religion
and no religion supports the killing
of innocents going about their lawful
business. The terrorism we have seen
recently in Paris, Beirut, Baghdad and
other places has no place in the world.
As faith leaders and representatives
we stand together to pray for, and
work for peace. As people of faith in
a cosmopolitan, welcoming city we
want to a see a world where we can
live peacefully alongside one another
without prejudice or fear.
Issued jointly by the Bishop of
Liverpool, the Archbishop of Liverpool
and Merseyside Council of Faiths
Bishop Paul Bayes
Archbishop Malcolm McMahon
Representatives of the Council
Levene, B, Mr
Russell, U, Mr
Pande DL, S, Dr
Coleman, D, Mr
Chaudhry, Z, Mr
Saleh, M, Mrs
Singh Sohal, H, Mr
Hall, I, Mrs
Lodge, P, Mr
Harris, E, Professor
Thompson, M, Dr
Vithlani, J
Schroder, C, Mr
Daniel, N, Mrs
Gogden, K
Anderson, S, Rev Dr
Khan, M
Pailing, C, Revd Dr
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Officers recognised for
tackling domestic abuse
Metropolitan Police staff and partners,
who have made an outstanding
contribution to helping those affected
by domestic abuse, have been
recognised for their achievements.
More than 120 people gathered for
the second Metropolitan Police Service
Domestic Abuse Achievement Awards,
held at Imber Court Sports Club in Surrey
on Monday, 5 October, with awards
presented by Commissioner Sir Bernard
Hogan Howe.
A panel made up of Met staff and
partners, considered a total of 46
nominations, with winners picked from
five categories: outstanding individual over
a sustained period; outstanding individual
for victim care; team award, team leader
and partner contribution.
Commissioner Hogan Howe, said: “I am
pleased to recognise the achievement
of officers, staff and partners who work
collectively to tackle domestic abuse.
“It is important we recognise their
professionalism in supporting victims,
bringing offenders to justice and raising
awareness so that people continue to feel
confident to come forward and report
abuse.”
PC Amanda Carter from Waltham Forest
Community Safety Unit and Detective
Sergeant Chris Minnighan from Territorial
Policing, jointly received the award for
outstanding individual over a sustained
period.
PC Carter was recognised for her
successful relationships with partner
agencies and for her outstanding diligence
and professionalism in helping domestic
abuse victims on her borough.
DS Minnighan was awarded for working
tirelessly to implement the Met’s use of
Domestic Violence Protection Orders,
ensuring officers can use the power

effectively to protect victims across
London.
Detective Sergeant Palbinder Singh of
Greenwich Community Safety Unit,
received the award for outstanding
individual for victim care for his specialist
skills and expertise in the field of honour
based violence [HBV]. DS Singh was
recognised for the effective way in which
he applies his knowledge of HBV and
the law to identify and build cases and
safeguard victims.
DS Singh’s recent work resulted in the
identification and charging of a number
of individuals in connection with a slavery
investigation.
The team award was handed to
Greenwich Multi Agency Team for
achieving significant results in supporting
victims and identifying repeat victimisation.
The team use specialist officers and a host
of intervention and support strategies to
help victims and target offenders. Since
the team’s inception in 2013, they have
worked with 722 high-risk victims and
conducted more than 2,628 welfare visits,
assisted in obtaining 13 non-molestation
orders and four domestic violence
protection orders.
The team leader award was presented to
Detective Inspector Richard Milton, who
was recognised for making a significant
impact on team performance since his
arrival at Wandsworth Community Safety
Unit last year. DI Milton’s ‘hands on’
approach to team leading, with particular
focus on bespoke victim care, is driving
standards and making a positive difference
to victim’s lives.
The partner contribution award was
handed to joint winners - Independent
Domestic Violence Advisor, Lorraine Leon,
along with Lieutenants Emma and Mark
Scott of the Salvation Army.
Lorraine, who works at Bromley
Community Safety Unit, was recognised

DI Richard Milton being presented his award
by Commisioner Hogan Howe]

for the effective way in which she supports
and empowers victims of domestic abuse.
Lorraine’s dedication, which goes above
and beyond her working hours, has helped
to secure the convictions of a number of
offenders and has ensured many victims
have been able to move on safely with
their lives.
Lieutenants Emma and Mark Scott of the
Salvation Army, based in Mitcham, were
recognised for their tireless and selfless
work in supporting domestic abuse
victims in Merton borough. Emma and
Mark were honoured for the practical
help they provide to displaced victims,
offering furniture, clothes, food and other
additional support when needed.
Commander Christine Jones, the Met’s
lead for domestic abuse, said: “The Met
is committed to tackling domestic abuse,
and across the organisation officers
and staff are working hard every day to
support victims and deal effectively with
offenders.
“I am incredibly proud of the Domestic
Abuse Achievement Awards and the
numerous examples of the commitment
of Met staff and partners demonstrate in
making a difference to, and saving the
lives of, those affected by domestic abuse.
“Domestic abuse is a crime that should
never be tolerated, and we must strive to
pursue offenders and safeguard victims,
working closely with partners as part of
our joint responsibility, to ensure that
when a victim turns to us, they receive the
support that they need.”
+ To find out more about domestic abuse,
how to report it and the support available,
visit http://content.met.police.uk/Site/
domesticviolence. In an emergency, always
dial 999.
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Christmas tree project launched
The Metropolitan Police Commissioner,
Sir Bernard Hogan-Howe launched the
biggest charity event ever run by the Met
to ensure that thousands of children in
care across the capital receive a special
Christmas present this year.
The Met’s ‘Christmas Tree Project’ is
spreading its cheer across London, with
trees being lit up by officers outside police
stations and in other public places in all
of London’s 32 boroughs to ensure more
children in need than ever have a present
delivered to them in time for Christmas
Day.
Londoners are encouraged to get behind
the campaign and give a gift by taking
a tagged ribbon from a tree on your
borough or at New Scotland Yard, and
following the instructions on the tag.
You can also visit the online virtual Met
Christmas tree at:
http://www.met.police.uk/christmastree/
In addition this year, members of the
public can also donate money if they are
unable to buy a gift by visiting the Just

Giving webpage at:
www.justgiving.com/metxmastree/
Last year’s success, resulted in 6,840 gifts
given to children across London.
The Commissioner got this year’s
campaign underway by switching on the
Christmas tree lights outside New Scotland
Yard with the help of special guest Daisy
Harrison-Constantinides, aged 10 - winner
of the Met’s Christmas Tree Campaign
poster design competition.

The Commissioner with the poster competition
winner

This year the Met received over 2,000
poster designs from children across
London from which, Daisy’s poster was
chosen.

“The MPS is grateful to all those who took
part in last year’s campaign to spread some
Christmas cheer and we hope to do the
same this year.”

Daisy, a pupil at Parsonage Farm Primary
School in Havering, was joined by her
parents at the event, which began with a
performance by the children’s choir from
Westminster City School who sang carols
to the crowd.

The gifts will be for children aged from
one week to 17 years and benefit those
in care across all London boroughs. The
children are currently being cared for by
foster parents or are in residential care
homes.

Met Commissioner, Sir Bernard HoganHowe said: “Christmas is a time for giving
and who more worthy of receiving that
generosity, then children in care who can
find this season difficult.

The suggested spend for gifts this year is
no more than £20.
All gifts will be delivered to the children at
their care homes before Christmas Day.

PARLIAMENTARY AND HEALTH SERVICE OMBUDSMAN

Ombudsman reveals wide range of public service failures
across NHS in England and UK government departments
Too many unresolved complaints are being
taken to the Parliamentary and Health Service
Ombudsman which could have been resolved
by public services locally, meaning that people
are left waiting longer for answers and that
much needed service improvements are
delayed.
A new Parliamentary and Health Service
Ombudsman report has revealed the
devastating impact that public service
failures can have on individuals and how
its investigations have resulted in the
organisations putting things right for people.
The report is a snapshot of 192 case
summaries of the 1,075 investigations of
unresolved complaints the Parliamentary and
Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO) completed
investigating in February and March 2015.
It includes cases about delayed asylum claims,
nursing home patients being wrongly charged
thousands of pounds for their nursing home
care, delays in diagnosis which meant that
one woman was left with unrelenting facial
pain for more than a decade, poor end of life
care and poor treatment of sepsis, commonly
referred to as blood poisoning.
People often take their unresolved complaints
to the Parliamentary and Health Service
Ombudsman because they want an apology,
an explanation of what went wrong and to
ensure the service improves for others. The
report shows that far too many people are
left waiting longer for answers and that much
needed service improvements are delayed.

www.onthebell.co.uk

The report includes investigations which
have resulted in a hospital trust apologising
to a grieving daughter for the failings in
its treatment of her father, who died from
sepsis. The trust also took action to prevent
the same thing from happening again,
following the Parliamentary and Health
Service Ombudsman’s intervention. Another
investigation resulted in a nursing home
patient being refunded £102,000 in nursing
home care costs he was wrongly charged.
Parliamentary and Health Service
Ombudsman Julie Mellor said:
‘Many people complain about public
services out of a sense of public duty, because
they don’t want what happened to them or
their loved one to happen to someone else.
‘In many of the complaints we see, the
organisation complained about has done
the right thing to put things right. But too
many people aren’t getting the answers to
what went wrong from the organisation they
complained about.
‘Complaints alert people to where problems
are and should be welcomed by all levels of
the organisation from the frontline to the
board, so that much-needed improvements
are made.’
The report contains 116 investigations about
the NHS in England and the remaining
76 investigation summaries are about UK
government departments and organisations
such as the UK Visas and Immigration (UKVI),
the Children and Family Court Advisory and

Support Service (Cafcass) and HM Courts &
Tribunals Service.
During February and March 2015, the
Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman
upheld 34% of the unresolved complaints it
investigated. In cases where the complaints
were not upheld, it is often because no failings
were identified or because it found that the
public service did the right thing to resolve the
complaint.
When complaints are upheld, the
Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman
makes recommendations for organisations to
put things right. These can include an apology
from the organisation to the complainant,
a financial remedy, action plans to ensure
mistakes are not repeated, staff training, or
changes to policy and procedures. More than
99% of the organisations comply with its
recommendations.
Most of the summaries published are cases the
Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman
has upheld or partly upheld. These are the
cases which provide clear and valuable lesson
for public services by showing what needs
to change to help avoid the same mistake
happening again, including complaints about
failures to spot serious illnesses and mistakes
by government departments that caused
people financial hardship.
The Parliamentary and Health Service
Ombudsman investigates approximately 4,000
complaints a year and upholds around 37%.
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PC Dave Phillips - one of our finest
CHIEF CONSTABLE SIR JON MURPHY,
PC DAVE PHILLIPS EULOGY
CONSTABLE 6554 DAVE PHILLIPS
When he laid out his nine principles of
Modern Policing in 1829 Sir Robert Peel
said this:
“The police are the public and the public
are the police’ – police officers are drawn
from the community and we exercise our
powers on their behalf – we police by our
community’s consent.”
Constable 6554 Dave Phillips came to
the police from the community of the
Wirral – a local boy who joined his local
force, Merseyside Police, to serve his local
community.
 ave did this with dedication, with
D
humility and with great courage.
In serving his community Dave paid the
ultimate sacrifice. The public, not just
of the Wirral and of Merseyside, but the
whole of the country, has been outraged
by his loss and the pain caused to his
family, his friends and his colleagues.
The public has shared our grief.
It has not been easy to decide how best
to address you – inspiration came from
some very simple words spoken by a police
officer at last week’s National Bravery
Awards - he had saved a member of the
public from drowning.
And he said this:
“The important thing is, at the end of the
watch everybody came home.”

On that terrible night Dave showed
dedication to duty, he did everything in his
power to keep the public safe, he acted in
the finest traditions of the police service.
He too was brave.
But Dave didn’t come home …. and the
police service of the United Kingdom and
beyond is here today to honour him.
To honour him, and to show his wife Jen,
his daughters Abigail and Sophie, his
mum, his dad, sisters and wider family
what he meant to us.
Whilst Dave didn’t come home…… by any
standards he has left his mark. He has left
a trace of what he was on all of us.
PROFESSIONAL …. DEDICATED ….
LEADER …. AND ROLE MODEL.
RESPECTED …. CARING …. EVERYTHING
YOU WOULD WANT A BOBBY TO BE.
I can’t think of a more fitting tribute.
These are the words of his colleagues.
When things got difficult, Dave was the
‘go to’ person.
Dave Phillips epitomised what the
public want their police to be – caring,
compassionate and resolute. That is why

there has been such overwhelming love
and support for his family.
Dave Phillips epitomised everything that
we aspire to be – ‘a professional force with
the human touch’. It is not so much what
we do as police officers, it is how we do it
…. and Dave Phillips did it well.
Dave has reminded us all of who we are,
what we are, what we stand for and what
we mean to each other.
Constable 6554 Dave Phillips was a man
who we are all proud to say was one of us.
And he was one of our finest.

 OEM BY KATE PHILLIPS, DAVE’S
P
SISTER
I WALK BESIDE YOU
AN ANGEL A GUIDE,
IF YOU LOOK ABOVE
THE BRIGHTEST STAR IN THE SKY.
SHINING DOWN ON YOU
WHEN ALL YOU NEED IS LIGHT,
CLOSE YOUR EYES
LAY YOUR HEAD
AS I WHISPER GOODNIGHT
I KNOW THAT IT WAS TOO SOON
FOR US TO SAY GOODBYE,
BUT I’VE NOT GONE TOO FAR
I’M IN YOUR HEART AND IN YOUR MIND.
SO REMEMBER ME FOR MY SMILE,
THE ONE YOU PUT ON MY FACE
REMEMBER ME FOR MY STRENGHTH
THE COURAGE I ALWAYS GAVE.
REMEMBER ME FOREVER
I PROMISE I’LL NEVER FADE
FOR I AM RIGHT BESIDE YOU
WITH YOU ALL, I’LL ALWAYS STAY.
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TRIBUTE BY HANNAH WIELDON, DAVE
PHILLIPS’ SISTER
I’d like to start by saying how truly
humbled and overwhelmed we have all
been by the outpouring of support and
genuine grief that has reached out to
touch us this last month. I know Dave
would be pretty astounded too.
He’d be pretty astounded by all this
actually. So many people here to celebrate
the sheer force for good he was in his too
short life, and to say goodbye to a man
who was far too self-effacing to claim the
title hero. He would never boast or brag
about himself, or place himself above
others; preferring instead a quiet, selfdeprecating humour, but I will proudly
claim that title for him, for no man
embodied the spirit of a true hero more.
I’m afraid to say that we his family
cannot take credit for this awesome and
spectacular farewell to our boy. We’ve
had help from some incredible friends
and some totally unexpected sources,
but without doubt Dave ultimately takes
credit for it all. After all, how many people
have “the Lord is my Shepherd” stored
on their phone purely to let their loved
ones know what they want sung at their
funeral? But that was Dave. Everything
organised, nothing left to chance. But
in the end some things were beyond his
control. He would never have chosen this
time to leave us. We all need him so much,
especially his wife and precious daughters,
but he was called to be with God, where I

www.onthebell.co.uk

have no doubt he his happily mowing the
golf greens of heaven in preparation for a
game, whilst keeping an eye out for us all.
So, in true Dave style he made sure that
today went exactly as he’d wish. Albeit on
a scale he could never have dreamed of.
My big brother would never have imaged
for one moment that I’d be lost for words,
but this is not something I ever wanted
to write, or say, so I confess that this has
been hard.
How to describe the man? How to do him
justice today? I knew him every day of my
life and I never stopped to consider how
wonderful he really was. I wish I’d told him
how much I looked up to him. How much
I tried to emulate him. How his constant,
immovable presence in my life has held me
together when otherwise I’d have flown
apart. I wish I’d given him credit for that.
But then I realised that his presence in my
life, and in all our lives, is still constant and
immovable. A man that great, that selfless
and giving doesn’t just leave you. Every
word he ever said to us has left a track.
Every rotten joke; every night out danceoff; every quiet drink and heartfelt bear
hug become the bits he leaves behind.
We as a family will continue to cling to
those moments. Sometimes with tears and
regrets for what we’ve lost; sometimes
with the fond laughter of remembrance,
but always with boundless love, and for
every day of our lives.

But as I stand here looking at the people
who were touched by him in other ways
I’m struck by a deep and profound pride.
The people of this great and glorious
country, indeed of many countries,
have collectively saluted his unflinching
dedication to his duty. They’ve shed tears
at the loss of a devoted family man who
revelled in the ordinary bliss of a warm and
loving home. And they’ve rallied around
a broken family for whom the days have
never seemed so desolate and dark.
But Dave never let himself dwell on the
dark. He believed with unswerving resolve
that there was good in everyone. And
when you stop and think, I mean really
think, about the kind of job he did, and
which many people here today do day
in day out without pause, that is a truly
remarkable sentiment. But he never
questioned it. He never gave in to the
shadows no matter how dark, his way was
always to look for the light.
Now he is our beacon for good, and if
I were to pray to our Lord for anything
in this most glorious place of worship
it would be to ask that the people here
never forget that. That though we lost our
Dave we never can lose the light he has
become to us. Always seek that light and
the good in this world that he saw with
such perfect clarity. And never ever forget
the wonderful, life-loving man who was
far too good to stay.
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WMP officer named as ’top cop’ at
international social media conference
A West Midlands Police officer has been
recognised for his pioneering work on
social media with a top international
award.

handed the ‘Top Cop’ award at the Social
Media the Internet and Law Enforcement
(SMILE) conference which is taking place in
Canadian Niagara.
Having joined Twitter back in 2009 Supt
Blakeman has been at the forefront of
social media in policing and pioneered the
use of live video streaming.
He is well known online for his work with
the force traffic unit where he regularly
used Google Hangouts to broadcast live
from police operations as they happened.

Superintendent Kerry Blakeman, who can
be found on Twitter @kerryblakeman, was

Police
watchdog
praises WMP’s
future policing
plans
West Midlands Police’s plans for policing
in a future of continued austerity and
falling officer numbers has been described
as “outstanding” by the national police
watchdog.
Her Majesty’s Inspector of Constabulary
(HMIC) found the force is “exceptionally
well prepared” to face future challenges,
keep the public safe and cut crime in the
face of further funding cuts.
In a report released on Tuesday Oct 20th,
the force’s five-year change programme
WMP2020 − a strategic partnership with
industry experts Accenture − is considered
“ambitious and far-reaching” by HMIC
inspectors.
The project sees a shift from reactive
policing to a more preventative approach,
with robust offender management,
tackling problem families, and a
partnership response to issues like mental
health central to the switch in style.
And HMIC inspectors − who named
West Midlands Police as one of only five
‘outstanding’ forces in England and Wales
− also pointed to the force’s commitment
to embrace new technology.
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“We have reached
new audiences,
we are more
accountable than
ever and the public enjoy communicating
with their local police teams.
“I am proud to have led in this area of
work and I will continue to show the
public “their service” by developing
the use of digital video social media
platforms.”

On receiving the award, he said: “I’m
delighted to receive this “Top Cop” award
in recognition of my leadership in the field
of policing and social media.

Supt Blakeman, who has worked for the
force for 27 years, is currently attending
the conference in Canada on behalf of
West Midlands Police and at no cost to the
force.

“Over the years social media has evolved
significantly helping both the police
and the public to communicate and
understand each other far more effectively.

To find out more about how West
Midlands Police uses social media visit:
www.west-midlands.police.uk/contact-us/
social-media/index.aspx

The modernisation drive includes plans
for an online crime reporting and case
tracking facility, plus a move to arm
officers with smart phones linked to police
systems that will allow them to access
information while en route to emergencies
or at crime scenes.

and paramedics on a response vehicle − is
achieving £642,000 a year in efficiency
savings while providing on-the-spot help
for people in crisis.

Deputy Chief Constable Dave Thompson,
said: “We’ve embarked on a change
programme designed to ensure we can
continue providing a first class service
to our communities in the future…it’s
pleasing HMIC inspectors have recognised
our efforts.
“We’ve made significant financial savings
in recent years and coped admirably as a
smaller force − a fall in total crime of 15
per cent since 2010 is testament to that −
and the challenge now is to make best use
of limited resources.
“We are continually monitoring demand
for service and making flexible deployment
decisions − most recently that saw us
expand our public protection unit working
in areas such as child sexual exploitation
and domestic abuse.
“There is clearly much more work to be
done but I’m glad HMIC has noted we are
on track and have built a strong platform
for policing in 2020 and beyond.”
HMIC highlighted that, as part of the new
preventative approach, West Midlands
Police is analysing demand ‘hotspots’ and
undertaking problem-solving in these
locations to reduce demand.
And it praised the force’s mental health
triage scheme − the only one of its kind
uniting psychiatric nurses, police officers

Since 2010, £146-million has been cut
from West Midlands Police’s budget −
equating to around 22 per cent of the
total − and police officer numbers reduced
by almost 1,500. Further similar spending
cuts are expected by 2020.
However, HMIC acknowledges the
vast majority of officers (92%) are in
frontline policing roles and that the force
has embarked on a new recruitment
programme that’s already seen 162 new
officers sign up with 91 more bolstering
the ranks next year.
West Midlands Police & Crime
Commissioner David Jamieson, added:
“This is independent report recognises
that West Midlands Police have done
an outstanding job in the face of
disproportionate cuts.
“Austerity and the disproportionate impact
that it has had on West Midlands Police
remains a massive challenge.
“Our funding and the expected cuts in
the Comprehensive Spending Review
remain our biggest single challenge. This
independent report recognises the huge
efficiencies already made and our sensible
plans for the future.
“I must be clear though, further
disproportionate cuts above the levels
already set out will be robustly challenged,
as they would leave West Midlands Police
in a very difficult position.”
www.onthebell.co.uk
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Helping forced marriage
victims say “I don’t”
In a series of features looking at how
West Midlands Police is helping to
protect vulnerable people and raise
awareness of ’hidden crimes’ In Focus
articles cover topics like modern day
slavery, Female Genital Mutilation
(FGM), Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE)
and domestic abuse. In this article
we look at forced marriage and how
we’re helping people who are fearful
of being bullied into tying the knot
against their will...
“I want to marry someone I want to be
with…and when I’m ready.”
Tying the knot with a partner of your
choice would appear a most basic civil
right − but hopes of fairy tale weddings
are a distant dream for many young men
and women living in the West Midlands.
Last year, West Midlands Police
investigated more than 300 reports of
forced marriage and associated ‘honour’
based violence, including cases where
it was suspected people − or even
schoolchildren − were at risk of being
pressured into marrying against their will.
Sometimes they are coerced into wedding
strangers…sometimes to members of their
own family.
West Midlands Police has officially
recorded six forced marriage crimes since
new legislation was introduced in June
2014 making the practice illegal.
They include:
• A woman living in the Black Country on
a temporary visa ordered to marry a British
national by her father to obtain citizenship;
• A 20-year-old Birmingham man forced to
marry a woman he’d never met while on
holiday in Pakistan;
• A Black Country woman (23) told to
marry her cousin while at a family wedding
overseas;
• And a 22-year-old Birmingham woman
who fled home after being told to end a
relationship and marry a stranger.
“Some communities see this as perfectly
acceptable,” said West Midlands Police’s
forced marriage lead Sergeant Trudy
Runham. “They see it as a trusted
tradition, a way to bring girls into line, a
way to ‘correct’ a gay son, or to secure a
long-term carer for a child with learning
disabilities. It’s far more than just two
www.onthebell.co.uk

individuals coming together…it tends to
be a huge investment by two families and
a marriage that, in their eyes, just has to
happen.
“However, no religion advocates forced
marriage − and when girls and men,
sometimes still in school, are going on
‘holidays’ to be married off, never to
return or to return to a life of misery, it
cuts through cultural sensitivities. It’s not
about targeting a particular group − forced
marriage knows no boundaries in terms
of geography, culture, religion, class or
wealth − but it’s about tackling abhorrent
offences.
“We’re here to protect vulnerable people,
get them to places of safety, and to
reassure them they don’t have to marry
under duress.”
Earlier this year a 34-year-old man from
South Wales became the first to be
convicted under the new law and was
jailed for a total of 16 years for rape,
bigamy and forced marriage.
The government’s Abuse Prevention
Minister Karen Bradley said she wants to
see more prosecutions − but Sgt Runham
warned against court outcomes being
used as a benchmark for success.
Instead, she cited the 68 Forced Marriage
Protection Orders that have been issued by
West Midlands Police and partner agencies
since 2011 as an effective way to tackle
the problem.
She added: “Prosecutions are seen
as a gauge for success in most police
investigations but with sensitive crimes
like forced marriage and honour-based
violence they shouldn’t be seen as the be
all and end all.
“Forced Marriage is a complex issue.
In most cases, victims rarely support a
prosecution which makes it really difficult
for us to pursue a conviction…and it’s
even harder to help make them safe if they
disengage with us. We must do all we can
to respond effectively to a victim’s needs in
order to keep them safe.
“On the whole victims don’t want their
parents criminalised or put behind bars…
they want their behaviour to change.
Forced Marriage Protection Orders impose
conditions like passport surrender and

allowing us and
partner agencies
open access to the
complainant.
“We’ve protected
100s of vulnerable
people, getting
them swift access to
support groups and
safeguarding them in refuges − but this
success goes unrecognised as the spotlight
is always on prosecution numbers.”
The West Midlands has the second highest
level of forced marriage in the country,
accounting for 12 per cent of all cases,
according to the Forced Marriage Unit, a
national agency set up by the Foreign &
Common Wealth Office.
And forced marriage charity Karma
Nirvana − which gives specialist training
inputs to police officers − said it took 260
calls for help in the West Midlands in the
first six months of this year.
Sgt Runham added: “It is absolutely right
and fitting that in 21st Century Britain
there is a law that makes forced marriage
a criminal offence. This law empowers
victims and gives them choices: they can
say to their families that what they are
being asked to do is against the law, it’s
wrong and that they can be arrested and
prosecuted.
“It also acts as a deterrent to potential
perpetrators and gives professionals
another tool to use to support victims.
The new law means anyone committing a
forced marriage offence can be jailed for
seven years − but there is much more the
police and partners can do to help those
who are either a victim of forced marriage
or are concerned they may be.
“Do not hesitate in contacting police
for help and support on 101 or in an
emergency 999.”
Forced marriage support group Karma
Nirvana can be reached on:
0800 599 9247 or online at:
www.karmanirvana.org.uk.
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BRAKE

Intelligent UK drivers say yes
to life changing technology
Brake, the road safety charity, is urging
the government to take steps towards
introducing intelligent speed adaptation
(ISA) on UK roads, after a survey carried
out on behalf of the charity found
almost two-thirds (63%) of drivers would
be willing to let this ground-breaking
technology automatically restrict their
speed.
ISA technology uses GPS combined with a
digital map of speed limits to keep vehicles
to the posted speed limit. This technology
could potentially make other speed
control measures unnecessary and ensure
all drivers comply with speed limits at all
times, preventing thousands of needless
deaths and injuries.
In the survey:
Almost a third of drivers (32%) said they
would be willing to have ‘mandatory ISA’
fitted to their vehicle if it was free. This
automatically decreases acceleration if the
driver exceeds the speed limit, and cannot
be overridden.
• Three in ten (31%) said they would
be willing to have ‘voluntary ISA’ fitted if

it was free. This automatically decreases
acceleration if the driver exceeds the speed
limit, but can be overridden.
• A further quarter (23%) of drivers said
they would be willing to have ‘advisory
ISA’ fitted, a system which alerts them
when they are over the speed limit, but
does not automatically reduce speed.
• That leaves only one in seven (14%)
of drivers unwilling to make use of the
technology in any form.
Controlled trials of ISA have predicted
voluntary ISA could reduce road deaths
by 21%, and mandatory ISA could reduce
deaths by 46%. Advisory ISA is far less
effective, but could still reduce fatal
crashes by 5% [1]. This could save 85 lives
a year.
The survey found overwhelming support
for the introduction of ‘telematics’, with
almost three quarters (73%) of UK drivers
say they would be likely or very likely to
have telematics fitted in their vehicles,
given the option.
Brake calls for the government to take full
advantage of ISA, by producing a digital

speed limit road map of the country,
requiring vehicle manufacturers to equip
all vehicles with ISA technology, and
making ISA mandatory, introducing it
with an effective marketing campaign to
explain its purpose.
Gary Rae, director of communications and
campaigns at Brake, said: “ISA represents
a game-changer for road safety, with
the potential to make all other speed
enforcement unnecessary and prevent
nearly half the devastating deaths on our
roads. As speed is at least an aggravating
factor in almost all road crashes, this
technology could make our roads much
safer for everyone, and prevent thousands
of senseless casualties every year if rolled
out systematically. As yet, there has not
been the political will to roll out ISA
despite its potential. However, as these
results clearly demonstrate, the willingness
exists among the driving public to use ISA
to make speeding on UK roads a thing of
the past.”
For more facts on speed and ISA see:
www.brake.org.uk/facts.

Brake offers free road safety training course
in memory of Bath four-year-old Mitzi Steady
Brake, the road safety charity, is urging
the people of Somerset to improve young
people’s road safety by attending a free
training course in memory of four-year-old
Mitzi Steady.
Mitzi was one of four people who lost
their lives when they were hit by a truck
in the village of Weston on Monday 9
February 2015. The other victims were
Phil Allen, 52, and Stephen Vaughan, 34,
from Swansea and Robert Parker, 59, of
Cwmbran. Mitzi’s grandmother was also
injured in the crash.
The 19-year-old truck driver was arrested
on suspicion of causing death by
dangerous driving and manslaughter by
gross negligence. The teenager’s boss,
a 28-year-old man, was also arrested on
suspicion of causing manslaughter by
gross negligence. Both are waiting to
answer police bail.
A fundraising appeal in aid of Brake was
launched by the Steady family just days
after the toddler tragically died. And
thanks to people’s generosity, the charity
will run one of its acclaimed road safety
training courses in Bath on Tuesday 8
December 2015. The course will be free
for all to attend.
Brake’s Engaging Young People training
course provides attendees with the tools
to deliver engaging and innovative training
on road safety to people between the ages
of 11 and 25.
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Educators, community campaigners,
driving instructors, emergency services
personnel, bereaved road crash victims
and young people themselves are invited
to attend the course at Bath University.
Delivered by an experienced trainer, this
essential course includes information on
how to engage young people in road
safety, key educational messages, and
interactive activities for communicating
safety information.
Course attendees are shown how to
run discussion-based workshops around
six core principles of road safety, asking
young people to drive:
Slow – within speed limits
Sober – free from alcohol or drugs
Sharp – not tired, ill or with poor
eyesight
Silent – with phone switched off and out
of reach
Secure – belted up in a safe vehicle
Sustainable – only when you have to
All attendees will receive a range of
electronic resources, including slides, film
clips and links to advice and information,
plus a free hard-copy pack of posters
and leaflets. They will also get a free
year’s membership to Brake Professional,
providing free guidance and tools for
road safety professionals, and road safety
research from around the globe.

There are a limited number of places
available and priority will be given to
those living in the Bath area. For more
information or to book online, visit the
Brake website or contact Brake on 01484
559909 or professional@brake.org.uk.
Thanks to money raised by the Steady
family, Brake will also produce educational
resources and offer free memberships to
its Brake Professional scheme for fleet and
road safety professionals in the Bath area.
More details will be announced in the near
future.
Dave Nichols, professional engagement
officer at Brake, said: “We are deeply
grateful to Mitzi’s family for launching a
fundraising appeal and to all those who
were so generous in donating. As a small
charity we depend on brave and generous
fundraisers like the Steady family, which
enables us to deliver our much-needed
work, from supporting people bereaved
and injured by road crashes to running
our training courses to prevent further
tragedies. Road crashes are the biggest
cause of disability and death among young
people, which is why it’s vital we reach
this age group, whether or not they are
drivers themselves, before it’s too late. Our
course provides tools to help trainers to
make a real impact and end the carnage
on Somerset’s roads; I urge anyone who
wants to act to keep young people safe to
attend.”
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WELSH AMBULANCE SERVICE

Trust’s mobile health clinics
unveiled by Deputy Health Minister
The Welsh Ambulance Service has been
showcasing its brand new mobile health
clinics to Wales’ Deputy Health Minister.

physical and mental health of our staff is
often pushed to the limit, and that’s why
their welfare is so important to us.

Vaughan Gething AM visited Barry
Ambulance Station on Thursday 15th
October to officially unveil the high-tech
units with Vale of Glamorgan AM Jane
Hutt.

“We don’t want any of our staff to
feel unwell, especially not those on the
frontline who play a pivotal role in the
delivery of safe and high quality healthcare
to the people of Wales. We hope that the
new units are well received by staff, and
that staff make the most of this awardwining service.”

The Trust was awarded £85,000 from
Welsh Government’s Invest-to-Save Fund
to purchase and equip two vehicles,
which mean the Occupational Health and
Wellbeing Service can visit staff at their
workplace, instead of asking staff to travel
to appointments.
The health assessments that can be
performed on board the vehicles include
eye tests, hearing tests and lung function
tests. Staff can also get immunisations and
advice about anything which is causing
them concern.
Rhiannon Walton, the Trust’s
Organisational Development Lead for
Health and Wellbeing, said: “Our aim is to
have a high quality Occupational Health
and Wellbeing Service that is equitable and
accessible to all.
“We have more than 3,000 staff across
Wales, which presents us with a challenge
when it comes to the delivery of core
services and engagement with staff to
promote their health and wellbeing.
“The purpose of the units is to improve
the availability, accessibility and timeliness
of our Occupational Health Service and
Wellbeing Service. The mobile units will
mean we can deliver services anywhere, at
any time and with minimal disruption to
services.”

Tracy Myhill has her flu jab.
The units can also be accessed by the
Trust’s volunteers, of which there are 2,000
across Wales.
Jane Hutt AM said: “I was delighted to
join Vaughan Gething to see this excellent
wellbeing service for ambulance staff at
Barry station. As Finance Minister I was
glad that this has been funded by our
Invest to Save programme. It is good to
hear that this service is also available to
our Community First Responders.”
The Occupational Health and Wellbeing
Service has two arms; the Occupational
Health Service is designed to prevent
ill-health that is caused or exacerbated by
work and support staff with long-term
conditions by helping them to stay in work
or return to work after an illness.
It complements the award-winning
Wellbeing Support Service, which offers
confidential information and advice
on matters which may be causing staff
concern.
Claire Vaughan, Director of Workforce and
Organisational Development, said: “The
nature of ambulance work means the

The team were in Barry as part their
mission to vaccinate as many staff as
possible against flu.
Among those vaccinated was Chief
Executive Tracy Myhill, who said:
“Vaccinations are vital to protect staff,
their families and patients, many of whom
are vulnerable to flu.
“There is a misconception that the
vaccination can give you the flu, but that’s
not the case because the vaccine contains
inactivated flu viruses – you may feel a bit
sore and develop a slight temperature but
other reactions are very rare.
“There’s also a belief among some staff
that the vaccine doesn’t work. Last year’s
vaccine was reported to be only three per
cent effective, but studies have shown that
the actual effectiveness was 34 per cent.
“Even if the flu doesn’t kill you, it could
kill someone you pass it on to. It’s so
important that staff choose to get
vaccinated, and we’re really pleased with
the uptake so far.”
Almost 250 staff across Wales have already
been vaccinated since the start of October.
In previous years, staff were encouraged to
visit a flu clinic or their GP for vaccination.
They can still visit a clinic or their GP if they
prefer, or if it is more convenient.
The Trust is reminding the public that its
NHS Direct Wales service is available 24/7
for information and advice on beating
winter bugs.

Michelle Thomas, Occupational Health and Wellbeing Practitioner, Rhiannon Walton,
Organisational Development Lead for Health and Wellbeing, Vaughan Gething AM, Jane
Hutt AM, Tracy Myhill, Chief Executive, and Judith Hardisty, Assistant Chief Executive.
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Take part in the Flu Quiz to test your
knowledge of the virus, or answer
questions about your symptoms on the
Cold and Flu Symptom Checker to get
tailored advice on the best course of
action.
Alternatively, call NHS Direct Wales 0845
46 47 to speak to a nurse adviser.
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN POLICE

IAWP 2015
- Training Conference

The International Association of Women
Police are pleased to report that their
53rd Training Conference succesfully took
place in Cardiff, Wales, between 23rd and
27th August. This prestigious event also
celebrated the IAWP’s centenary as well as
100 years of Policewomen in the UK. The
city was ‘invaded’ by over 600 delegates
and supporters, from nearly 70 countries.
Including UN Police Mission Peacekeepers
and Board Members of the European
Network of Policewomen.
This was the third time the conference
has been held in the UK, previous ones
being in Birmingham in 1996 and Leeds
in 2005, and they all have one thing
in common – one of the Conference
Directors! Colleagues have expressed the
opinion that Carolyn Williamson must be
certifiably insane to take on a third and
she is adamant it will be her last.
The week started with a moving Opening
Ceremony in St David’s Hall, where
delegates were entertained by the Gwent
Police Male Voice Choir and a young
singer, Samantha Spragg (daughter of a
local officer), who is just commencing her
professional career. Welcoming addresses
were given by Jane Townsley, President of
IAWP; Peter Vaughan, Chief Constable of
South Wales Police; Dee Collins, President
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of the British Association for Women In
Policing and Councillor Dilwar Ali, Deputy
Lord Mayor of Cardiff. Delegates also
witnessed the traditional commemoration
of women officers who have died on duty
during the past 12 months.
Full conference scholarships were given
to Assistant Superintendent Deemathi
Perriyaperuma from Sri Lanka Police
and Additional Superintendent Victoria
Yengkhom from Manipur Police, India.
The winner of the Heritage Award for
substantial and significant contributions to
women Police and the IAWP was Julieann
Brunzell from the USA.
Delegates were then ushered a few
hundred yards (unfortunately in pouring
rain, but plastic ponchos were provided
to protect uniforms!) to the grounds of
Cardiff Castle, where Regional photos
were taken . The delegates then marched
in their country groups with their flags,
behind the Police bands of South
Wales Police and South Yorkshire Police
together with the South Wales Mounted
Branch through Cardiff city centre to the
Motorpoint Arena for the annual IAWP
Awards Luncheon. These are awarded
in seven different categories with entries
from all over the world. The winners this
year were:-

• Officer of The Year – Corporal Charla
Keddy, Royal Canadian Mounted Police
• Bravery Award – Captain Vjollca Hoti,
Kosovo Police
• Leadership – Assistant Commissioner
Katarina Carroll, Queensland Police,
Australia
• Excellence in Performance – Detective
Jennifer Sattler, Holyhoke Police, USA
• Mentoring – Sgt Nancy Rudback,
Halifax Regional Police, Canada
• Community Service – PC Heather
O’Connor, Peel Regional Police, Canada
• Civilian Achievement – Mrs Nagina
Ali, Lancashire Constabulary, UK
The UN International Female Police
Peacekeeper award was presented to
Commisar Raluca Domuta, Romania Police
and UN Mission to Haiti. Also, C/Supt
Penny Banham, from the Metropolitan
Police Service, was presented with her
BAWP award for Special Recognition, as
she had been unable to attend the BAWP
Awards event earlier in the year.
On Monday the training part of the
conference commenced – the real reason
www.onthebell.co.uk
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for everyone gathering in Cardiff – and
over the next four days delegates were
offered a wide range of sessions to attend.
Nearly 90m speakers including DAC Helen
Ball (Met’ Police), Jackie Malton (role
model for Prime Suspect), Kevin Hyland
(Anti-slavery Commissioner), Jackie Roberts
(retired DCC), Sophie Howe (Deputy PCC),
Steve White (Chair Police Federation)
presented 80 seminars on numerous
topics, including Money Laundering,
Road Safety, Roads Policing, Operation
Yewtree, Nutrition, Laughology, The Glass
Lift, Family Liasion, Counter Terrorism,
Domestic Violence, Using Social Media,
Strategic Planning, Policewomen and
Misconduct and an eminent international
panel discussing gender responsive
policing or why women are important in
policing,
Meanwhile, partners and retirees went on
sight seeing trips out to Welsh Castles,
Bath and down Big Pit coal mine. All
survived – despite the rain. Especially
in Bath where they were met by a
gentleman in Regency costume who
took them on a walking tour of the city,
including priority entry to the Baths, and
ended in a vintage tea room with a lunch
based on an English High Tea.
Running alongside the conference was an
exhibition of 40 trade, craft and charity
stands, and as all refreshment breaks
were taken in that area they received
much attention. This included a silent
auction of gifts donated by delegates.
Resulting in almost £2000 being raised
to be split equally between the IAWP
Foundation (which pays for the IAWP
Scholarships) and Cardiff Women’s Aid.

To commemorate the centenary of British
Policewomen, an historic exhibition of
uniforms and memorabilia were loaned
by different Forces and individuals. All
curated by Victoria Anker from Edinburgh
University. This provoked much interest as
well as photo opportunities.
Social events during the week started with
a Cultural evening on Monday night at the
Cardiff Millennium Centre, sponsored by
the PCC for South Wales. Entertainment
was provided by a local choir and some
Bollywood dancers. The latter triggered
other delegates from Germany, Nigeria
and Ghana to demonstrate dances and
songs from their regions!
On Tuesday night some delegates went
to Cardiff Castle for one of their regular
Welsh Banquet nights, where they were
welcomed with a glass of Welsh mead,

and serenaded by a harpist. The folk
running the IAWP conference in 2017 in
Cairns, Australia, had their Host Night at a
local ‘Aussie’ bar complete with a surfing
board and, by all accounts, a lively time
was had by all.
On Wednesday it was the turn of
Barcelona to hold their Host Night, ahead
of their conference next year, and again a
lively time was had. With an introduction
to Barcelona culture and a glass of their
award winning cava.
The grand finale was a Gala Banquet
with a speech by Atifete Jahjaga,
(President of Kosovo and one of their first
Policewomen), introduction to the new
IAWP Board and the ceremonial handing
over of the IAWP flag to next year’s
Conference Director, Montserrat Pina
Martinez from Barcelona.
Overall, the event was well received by
attendees with many congratulations. This
success was achieved only through the
hard work and dedication of all involved
in putting it together, many of whom
had not experienced an IAWP conference
before but still managed to grasp what
was required and, to coin a phrase
“stepped up to the plate”. They included
members of BAWP as well as staff and
officers from South Wales Police.
The Conference could not have happened
at all without the total support of their
Chief Constable, Peter Vaughan, who
made many of the force’s facilities
available to us, sent a number of delegates
and encouraged neighbouring forces to
send delegates.

www.onthebell.co.uk
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Jubilee Sailing Trust Training Centre
Approved by MCA
A new training centre developed by
the Jubilee Sailing Trust (JST) has been
approved by the Marine & Coastguard
Agency (MCA). The training centre enables
the JST to offer Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW)
Basic Safety Training that’s vital in helping
to help protect lives at sea. Training
elements offered include:
• Personal Survival Techniques
• Elementary First Aid
• Personal Safety & Social Responsibilities
• Proficiency in Security Awareness
• Fire Prevention & Fire Fighting
This training is a legal requirement of all
seafarers and covers familiarisation and
basic safety training. This new training
centre allows the JST to not only train
our professional crews in safety, but also
our voluntary Bosun’s Mates who are
working towards their final training goals
as Navigational Watch Ratings. These

courses have been carefully designed by
JST Ship Operations Manager Andy Spark,
Chief Mate Richard Cruse and Lord Nelson
Medical Purser Darren Hardy and have
taken a year and a half to develop.
This new training centre wouldn’t have
been possible without the very generous
support of Ocean Safety Limited. Ocean
Safety have been a long term supporter

of the JST, and have already donated 16
inflatable lifejackets to their ships this year.
Andy Spark, Ship Operations Manager
said:
“The list of equipment we needed to
provide these courses was lengthy. We
charge no money to our volunteers to
cover the cost of the courses, so the cost
of life rafts, immersion suits and life jackets
would have meant we just could not
have afforded to run the courses. Once
again Ocean Safety stepped up and kindly
provided all the equipment we needed free
of charge, a fantastic gesture from them
once again”.

The Jubilee Sailing Trust (JST) is a registered
charity whose mission is to promote the
integration of people of all physical abilities
through the challenge and adventure of tall
ship sailing aboard two very special ships,
Lord Nelson and Tenacious.
We offer both able-bodied and disabled
people holidays where you get the chance to
experience working together in a fantastic
environment. We also find a number of
people take the opportunity to go on one of
our tall ship sailing adventures by themselves
– making a JST voyage a great singles’
adventure holiday.
Website http://www.jst.org.uk
Contact: Rebecca Withers (Marketing
Executive)
Phone number +44 (0)2380426849
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Essex Police Chief officer to head
up collaboration project between
Eastern Region forces & Kent
ACC Julia Wortley, of Essex Police, will be
undertaking the role of temporary DCC to
help Essex, the five other Eastern Region
forces – Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire,
Hertfordshire, Norfolk and Suffolk – and
Kent maximise our joint working.
She will lead work to explore and develop
proposals for future collaborative working
between the seven forces, helping to
drive out inefficiencies at a crucial time for
policing in our region.
Chief Constable Stephen Kavanagh says:
“The challenges of rising demand and
falling budgets are so serious that they
cannot be solved by individual forces
acting alone.
“If we do not find ways of making what
we do more efficient and effective our
prospects are grave.
“Our Essex and Kent Support Services and
Serious Crime directorates show what we
can do when we do it together.
“Julia’s advice, commitment and leadership
in the ACC role will be hugely missed
but her reputation within the region and
experience in taking forward complex
collaboration projects such as Athena
makes her the perfect choice for this
hugely important role.
“I would like to thank her on behalf of the
force for her remarkable contribution to
Essex Police.”
ACC Wortley, who took up her post on
Monday, October 26, says: “Working

together efficiently across force boundaries
saves time and money and ultimately
improves local service delivery to the
public.
“As a group of forces, we have much
to do to maximise the benefits of
collaboration but the incentives to do so
compel us to work harder than ever to
deliver policing services in a different, more
joined-up way.
“I am looking forward to the challenge
of building more collaboration projects
and want our team of forces to be the UK
leader in making collaboration work.”

Biography: Julia Wortley, Essex Police
Julia Wortley was raised in North London and
attended Oxford University to read Classics
between 1983 and 1987.
She then joined the Metropolitan Police
Service in November 1987, serving in:
Harlesden (as a Constable), Ealing (as
a uniform Sergeant), Wembley (as an
Inspector), and Haringey (as a Chief
Inspector).
In 1997 Julia became Staff Officer to the
Commander of Royalty & Diplomatic
Protection then in 1999 became Senior
Investigating Officer for Professional
Standards.
In 2003 Julia transferred on promotion to
Superintendent to Hertfordshire Constabulary
where she held the roles of Deputy Area
Commander, Head of Strategic Development
and Central Area Commander respectively.
In 2006/7 Julia was seconded to the Home
Office for a year and in 2010 became the first

Local Policing Commander for Hertfordshire
(leading 2,108 personnel across the County).
Julia completed the Strategic Command
Course in early 2011 and in May 2011 Julia
was selected as Implementation Manager for
Project Athena on behalf of the Bedfordshire,
Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire Strategic
Alliance.
In December 2011 Julia took up the post of
Temporary Assistant Chief Constable with Essex
Police, leading on the Reform Programme and
was confirmed in the post in May 2012.
Julia is Assistant Chief Constable for Contact
Management, Criminal Justice and Offender
Management, Specialist Operations and the
Athena Programme. She holds several key
leadership roles for the Athena Programme as
Chair of the Athena Business Design Authority
(which comprises seven different police forces)
and as Chair of the Essex and Kent Athena
Implementation Board.
She is married with one son.

Three officers recognised for their dedicated service
Chief Superintendent Carl O’Malley
presented Detective Inspector Neil Pudney,
Police Community Support Officer (PCSO)
Pat Smith, of Clacton Neighbourhood
Policing Team, and licensing officer Trina
Goodchild with their certificates, as well

as their Long Service and Good Conduct
medals.
The officers have a served an impressive
total of 62 years between them – 21 years
for DI Pudney, 21 years for PCSO Smith,
who was a staff member for 11 years prior
to becoming a PCSO, and 20 years for
Trina.
Mr O’Malley said: “The long service award
is a chance to recognise the loyalty and
hard work of our officers and staff, and an
opportunity to say thank you.
“These officers have shown real
dedication and commitment to their local
communities throughout their service”.

www.onthebell.co.uk

To be eligible for the award, police officers
must have completed at least 20 years of
service and their character and conduct
must have been exemplary during that
time.
PCSO Smith said: “I am very proud to
receive this award and it’s nice to know
what I’m doing is appreciated.
“I continue to enjoy policing my
community, particularly helping members
of the community and giving them
reassurance, support and guidance”.
Picture shows DI Neil Pudney with Chief
Superintendent Carl O’Malley
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Life-saving partnership launches with
SECAmb and Kent Fire and Rescue Service
A potentially life-saving scheme which will
see Kent firefighters attend certain medical
emergencies has begun this month.
The first stage of the co-responding
scheme involves crews from Sittingbourne,
Larkfield, Sevenoaks, Herne Bay, Sheppey,
Margate and Tunbridge Wells. From April
2016 it is expected that the scheme will
roll out with all wholetime crews across
the county.
The scheme is part of the ongoing work
of the emergency services’ collaboration
with SECAmb. Firefighters will respond
to life-threatening emergencies such as
cardiac arrests, chest pains and breathing
difficulties.

“We’ll always assign an ambulance
response to the call at the same time
but if the firefighters reach the scene of
an emergency before ambulance crews,
they will be able to begin vital life-saving
treatment.”
David Escudier, KFRS Operational and
Development Manager, said: “We have
been responding to medical emergencies
on behalf of SECAmb in some areas since
2004 and have had a lot of public support

for this work. We are therefore delighted
to be able to work with SECAmb to extend
this potentially life-saving work. It makes
sense that if an equipped and trained
firefighter can get to a medical emergency
first, or is already on the scene of an
incident, that they provide appropriate
medical assistance while an ambulance is
on its way. We hope that this pilot will
prove a success and we can roll it out to
other wholetime stations next year.”

As with the existing community first
responder scheme, they will always be
backed up, and qualified ambulance
crews will be assigned at the same time
as the firefighters who will respond in fire
engines or in fire service cars.
Firefighters involved in the pilot have all
undertaken the immediate emergency
care responder training. Developed
by SECAmb, the training will enable
firefighters to provide treatment to
patients in the moments before ambulance
crews arrive.
In Kent it builds on the existing coresponding work that Kent Fire and Rescue
Service (KFRS) has been doing on behalf of
SECAmb since November 2004. This has
involved seven on-call stations (Hoo, Wye,
Marden, Dymchurch, Paddock Wood,
Eastchurch and Edenbridge). During that
time fire crews have attended more than
8,200 medical incidents on behalf of the
ambulance service. In addition to this new
scheme, KFRS has put defibrillators on
all KFRS blue-light vehicles including fire
engines and officer response cars. All staff
using those vehicles have been trained in
their use.
SECAmb Paramedic and Immediate
Emergency Care Responder (IECR) project
lead, Matt England said: “This is all about
saving more lives. When someone is in
cardiac arrest, with every minute that
passes their chances of survival diminish
significantly. This great scheme will give
us up to an extra 120 defibrillators out
there in communities across Kent which
has to be a good thing. All the firefighters
volunteered to be part of the scheme and
act as an additional response to our crews.
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Photo details: Handing over of defibrillator and medical kit from SECAmb to KFRS at Sheppey Fire
Station.
Left to right - Clinical Team Leader Matt Pankhurst, SECAmb, Firefighter Stevie Head, KFRS,
Paramedic Ash Ortega, SECAmb, Firefighter Andrew Bull, KFRS.
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Sussex dad
reunited
with
ambulance
crews
For a father of four, a night of celebration
at his daughter’s college Leavers’ Ball
became even more memorable for all the
wrong reasons.
During the evening Mike Champain, from
Ardingly, West Sussex, suffered a cardiac
arrest but decisive action by the South
East Coast Ambulance NHS Foundation
Trust crews, Mike was able to thank them
personally at an emotional reunion at
Crawley Ambulance Station recently.
“So many people were in the right place
at the right time that night and I am so
grateful to them all for their support, care
and expertise; college staff, ambulance
staff and surgeons,” said Mike.
Mike was with his wife Kate and his eldest
daughter Caitlin at the Ardingly College
Leavers’ Ball in July, when he started to
feel unwell and an ambulance was called.
Technician Alison Smith was first to arrive
on scene, closely followed by ambulance
crew Sam McCreesh (Paramedic) and Jade
Paul (Technician).
It was while they were carrying out an
assessment that Mike suffered the first
of four cardiac arrests. He was shocked
11 times with a defibrillator as the crew
battled to get his heart back into a normal
rhythm.

Photo details (left to right) - Critical Care Paramedic, Stuart Plumbley, Paramedic Chris
Roots, Mike’s wife Kate Champain, Mike Champain, Ambulance Technician Jade Paul,
Ambulance Technician Alision Smith and Paramedic Sam McCreesh.
With Mike’s condition unstable, the team
met up with critical care paramedic team
Stuart Plumbley and Chris Roots while en
route to the Royal Sussex County Hospital.
They provided further treatment as Mike
arrested again.
“They are truly brilliant people and there
is no doubt their skill and persistence
ensured I got to the operating theatre
in Brighton, where the surgeons could
complete the task of saving me,” said
Mike.
The 51-year-old, who is managing director
of his own business, had two stents put in
his arteries during a 45-minute procedure
which restored a good flow of blood to
the heart.
Mike added: “It had been an emotionallycharged day marking the end of both
Caitlin and son Callum’s time at the
college. It was going to be a day to
remember for us all and that is certainly
how it turned out.
“During the dinner I left the marquee as I
was not feeling well, I was looked after by

college staff who immediately called the
college doctor and then for an ambulance.
Both my arms were aching and I had pins
and needles in both hands and chest pain.
I think I knew very well what was going to
happen and was absolutely terrified of the
outcome.
“Fortunately the ambulance was called
quickly and two physicians from Brighton
Hospital, who were attending the ball as
guests, recognised what was happening
and were able to help calm me and let the
ambulance crews know what to expect.
“I can’t thank them enough for what
they did for me that evening. It’s amazing
to be given a second chance. I’m now
feeling much better and have started
back at work. The whole family is hugely
grateful.”
Paramedic and Clinical Team Leader,
Chris Roots said: “It is great to be able
to meet up again with Mike and Kate
and to see him doing so well. It gives us
a tremendous boost when we get such a
fantastic outcome.”

SECAmb statement following NHS England report
A statement from South East Coast
Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust
(SECAmb) following the publication of an
NHS England report on the handling of
certain calls passed from NHS111 to 999
last winter:
Paul Sutton, Chief Executive of SECAmb
said: “Patient safety is fundamental to
what we do. As paramedics, we come to
work to save lives and we would never do
anything to deliberately put patients at
risk. We understand the concerns that the
public have and wish to reassure people
that we work constantly to provide the
safest service possible.
www.onthebell.co.uk

“We recognise that the proper processes
were not fully followed in setting up
the pilot and we do apologise for this.
The decision was made during a time of
high patient demand and the pilot was
undertaken to ensure that we were able to
respond promptly to the most seriously ill
patients during this time.
“We fully accept the recommendations in
the NHS England report and have already
started to act upon them. For example,
by improving how we manage necessary
change within the Trust but we are also
keen to also learn further lessons where
possible.

“We will continue to work closely with
Monitor and NHS England through the
review process to establish all the facts.
We are committed to being open and
transparent in all our decision-making.”
ON THE BELL Winter 2015 | 19
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Patients and staff reunited for SECAmb’s
fifth annual survivors’ event
Patients and staff reunited for SECAmb’s
fifth annual survivors’ event
The clinical skills of South East Coast
Ambulance Service (SECAmb) staff and
the lives they and members of the public
have saved were celebrated recently with
the Trust’s fifth running of its annual ‘Our
Survivors’ event.
Eight patients, whose lives were saved
by the clinical interventions of SECAmb
staff, were reunited with their lifesavers
last Sunday (20 September) at Farnham
Castle in Surrey. (See below and the event
booklet for full details).
The event celebrates the life-saving skills
of SECAmb staff and volunteers, the
quick-thinking of those at the scene in
beginning treatment and calling 999 and
the lives of those saved. It also emphasises
the importance of early cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) for cardiac arrest
patients.
A moving short film telling each patient’s
story was produced and has been
uploaded to YouTube. It can be found
by searching for ‘SECAmb Our Survivors
2015’ or via the following link: http://bit.ly/
survivors15
Each patient and member of the SECAmb
team involved in their care was presented
with a special memento pin badge by
special guest Dr Kevin Fong.

The patients and staff, who each attended
with their friends and family, also heard
from Farnham resident Keith Aston, who
attended the Trust’s first survivors event,
and Joanna Michaelides, the member of
the public who saved Keith’s life six years
to the day of this year’s event. The pair
have since gone on to teach CPR to more
than 500 people, including local school
children, through the Heartstart campaign.

“These patients are of course just a small
selection of the huge number of people
we help every year. I was very proud that
we hosted another successful event and
I’d like to thank Dr Fong for attending
and lending his support to such a special
occasion. I’d also like to thank every
member of SECAmb staff for the work
they do tirelessly every day across our
region.”

SECAmb Chief Executive, Paul Sutton said:
“I’m always very humbled by our survivors’
events. Every year the event provides the
perfect opportunity for us to showcase the
amazing clinical skills of all our staff and
also the importance of bystander CPR.

‘Our Survivors’ 2015

“The patients involved are living examples
of how vital the clinical interventions
of our staff and also from members
of the public are in saving lives in our
communities.

Deborah Hinds, Swanley, Kent
James Rawbone, Chartham, Kent
Oliver Godden, Sheerness, Kent
Pat Jameson, Peacehaven, East Sussex
Susan McClelland, St Leonards-on-sea,
East Sussex
Rob Burdett, Chiddingfold, Surrey
Chris Bowler, Dorking, Surrey
Alena Bilovodska, Guildford, Surrey

SECAmb Fleet wins prestigious
Commercial Fleet Award
South East Coast Ambulance Service NHS
Foundation Trust (SECAmb) was honoured
at the recent Commercial Fleet Awards
ceremony by winning the Public Sector &
Blue Light Fleet of the Year 2015 category.
The SECAmb fleet team which has been
on a modernisation programme in recent
years competed against entries from other
ambulance trusts, police, councils and
the National Blood Service at the awards
which were held in Telford.
The event, hosted by Gaby Roslin, is seen
as an integral part of the commercial
fleet industry calendar and offers a vital
opportunity to the industry to share
best practice. Fleet operators have the
opportunity to demonstrate commitment
to the highest standards in terms of
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operational excellence, innovation,
technology, efficiency and safety.
The judges said that SECAmb is an
‘example of comprehensive fleet
management’, showing good use of its
road safety programme with demonstrable
results.
Judges also praised SECAmb’s
development of the national ambulance
driver risk indexing tool and the dynamic
speed control system to better manage
driver performance. They also highlighted
SECAmb utilising new technology in
vehicle design and materials towards
standardising the equipment carried by
ambulances to achieve clear improved
efficiencies.

Justin Wand, Head of Fleet and Logistics
for SECAmb said: “This is a great accolade
for the Trust and real recognition of the
hard work completed every day by our
technical teams.
“Their focus on improving quality,
innovation and support for the frontline
is unrivalled and in these cost-conscious
times this proves great things can be
achieved. I am immensely proud of all the
team as their work contributes directly to
patient care.”
www.onthebell.co.uk
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National
award
for Avert
programme
A Lancashire project aimed at helping
women break the cycle of offending has
been recognised at a national awards
ceremony.
The early action Avert initiative, which was
launched by Lancashire Constabulary and
Lancashire Women’s Centres, won the
women offenders category of the Howard
League for Penal Reform Community
Programme Awards 2015. They were
presented with the award at a ceremony
in London.
Avert was originally launched in the east
of the county but, due to its success, has
since been rolled out across Lancashire.
It provides a wraparound service for both
low-level and persistent female offenders.
The most common offences are drunk and
disorderly, shoplifting and assault.

Sarah Swindley, Chief Executive Officer
of Lancashire Women’s Centres said:
“Lancashire Women’s Centres are
extremely proud to receive this prestigious
award.

Det Insp Jo Keay said: “Winning the award
pays tribute to the fantastic partnership
working which has been pivotal to making
Avert such a success.

“The Howard League for Penal Reform
advocate for a criminal justice system
that promotes rehabilitation and focuses
on the underlying causes of offending
and therefore to reduce the number
of victims. It is fantastic that Avert has
been recognised as being an example of
excellent practice in the area of women’s
services. This is a true example of
partnership work and LWC have worked
with Lancashire Constabulary to coproduce an extremely effective project.”

“The program highlights that targeting
bespoke unmet need can really have an
impact in terms of reducing crime and
reoffending but also on the lives of the
clients involved.”

The programme has been given £200,000
from the Police Innovation Fund following
a successful bid to the Home Office
by Clive Grunshaw, Police and Crime
Commissioner for Lancashire.

During its first six months of operation, 93
per cent of participants did not go on to
reoffend.

The Commissioner, who recently opened
Lancashire Women’s Centre’s newest
facility in Preston, said: “I’d firstly like to
congratulate all of those involved in the
Avert scheme for its outstanding success.
Tackling crime and reoffending is one of
my key priorities in my Police and Crime
plan and this project is clearly helping to
achieve that.
“When the Avert project was launched in
the East of the county in November 2013,
I recognised how unique the scheme was
- providing early intervention and diverting
women away from custody, rather than
trying to pick up the pieces once they
had been prosecuted and processed
through the system. This not only reduces
demand on the police but helps change
participants’ lives for the better.
“The success of the programme has been
phenomenal and this award recognises
that on a national scale.”
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Police Scotland responds
to HMICS report
on call-handling
The management of telephone calls to
999 and 101 numbers is a cornerstone of
policing service, Deputy Chief Constable
Rose Fitzpatrick said in response to the
publication of a report on call handling by
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary
in Scotland.
The Deputy Chief Constable said
recommendations from the HMICS
report would be implemented to ensure
the service continues to strengthen call
handling and deliver a modern service for
communities.
DCC Fitzpatrick, who is responsible for
local policing, said: “Handling 999 and
101 calls is a key part of our frontline
policing response. Officers and staff
who handle calls from the public across
the country are committed to providing
the highest level of service possible,
often dealing with the most challenging
situations. I am pleased the report
acknowledges the commitment of staff as
well as the high quality of service they give
the public every day.
“We co-operated fully with the HMICS

review and will now be implementing the
recommendations through a detailed and
comprehensive action plan, scrutinised by
the Scottish Police Authority.
“HMICS has highlighted a number of
specific assurances around capacity,
capability and processes including
staffing levels, training, basic processes,
management of high priority calls,
risk assessment and information and
communications technology which provide
confidence to the public about telephone
contact with the police.
“Maintaining the 8 previous systems
to manage calls was no longer a viable
option. Making changes in how we
deliver, manage and improve that service
for the public is highly complex and the
report highlights that. We remain only
part of the way through a programme of
improvement aimed at delivering a model
which will provide continued high levels of
service.
“We acknowledge there have been
challenges. The report recognises that we
have already made progress in addressing

these issues to ensure we can further
strengthen call handling. We will now
implement the recommendations provided
by the HMICS as we go through the next
steps of our improvement programme.
“We have introduced a Call Handling
Training Academy for new staff to build
up knowledge, skills and learning to allow
them to do their critically important jobs
to the highest possible standard and we
will now be extending that to our existing
staff. We are also establishing an Expert
Independent Reference Group to advise
us as we develop and implement the
remaining stages of this complex change
programme.
“We acknowledge the issues raised
regarding engagement with staff, which
was also highlighted in our recent staff
survey, and measures are being introduced
to improve their involvement through
our Contact, Command and Control
Shaping the Future programme which will
encourage them to influence the delivery
of call handling and recognise their
commitment to this important work.”

Police renew appeal one year
on from when Shaun Ritchie
was last seen
One year on from when Shaun Ritchie
was last seen Police Scotland would like to
remind members of the public that he is
stilling missing and enquiries to trace him
are continuing.
Shaun Ritchie was reported missing on
Sunday 2 November 2014 after last
being seen in the Strichen area on Friday
31 October 2014. It is hoped that the
renewed appeal a year to the day he
went missing will help jog memories and
generate new lines of enquiry.
Since Shaun was reported missing
extensive police searches have covered
a total area of 21 square kilometres,
making this one of the biggest ever search
operations carried out by Police Scotland.
During the searches, divisional officers
have been assisted by the Police Scotland
Grampian Mountain Rescue Team, along
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with the Aberdeen, Tayside and RAF
Kinloss Mountain Rescue Teams, Dive
and Marine Unit and Police Scotland Air
Support.
More than 200 specialist search trained
officers from across Scotland have been
involved in the search for Shaun, along
with 27 dogs.
Police Scotland has also used the
expertise of a forensic soil scientist and a
geoscientist to assist with the enquiry.
Detective Chief Inspector Matt Mackay
said: “It is now one year since Shaun
Ritchie was last seen and we would want
to stress that this is still a missing person
enquiry. Extensive and thorough searches
have been carried out but Shaun has still
not been found.
“Clothing belonging to Shaun was found
in the initial stages of the enquiry however

there is no evidence to date to suggest
that Shaun has been a victim of any crime.
“As always we will examine all the
information we have and we will also react
to new information. That is why we are
appealing again to anyone who may have
information that can help find him contact
us.
“As the weather has changed through
the year and water levels have dropped
this has allowed us to return to the area
where Shaun was last seen and under take
further searches. The investigation remains
open and is regularly reviewed.
“Shaun’s family have experienced a living
nightmare since his disappearance and
they just want answers. Our support to
them continues alongside our efforts to
find Shaun and our thoughts are with
them on this difficult day.”
www.onthebell.co.uk

POLICE SCOTLAND

Police Scotland launches
festive campaign in Aberdeen
Police Scotland has launched its nationally
recognised city centre festive campaign,
Operation Oak, in Aberdeen and revealed
that reported crime has continued to fall
with violence down by a quarter over the
last five years.
Figures also show that overall crime has
fallen by 6%.
It is anticipated that over the Christmas
and New Year period in excess of 35,000
people will come into the City Centre in a
day to enjoy a vibrant daytime and evening
economy
Working alongside in excess of 70 partner
agencies Police Scotland is committed
to making the experience a safe and
enjoyable one for all.
Local Police Commander for Aberdeen
City Division Chief Superintendent Adrian
Watson said: “Aberdeen is a fantastic
city and we want people to come and
enjoy the festive period here whether
that’s at the many events as part of the
Winter Festival, the shops, restaurants
or night spots. But we ask that people
enjoy themselves in a safe and responsible
manner.
“Aberdeen has secured its Purple Flag
status for a second year running which is
a coveted accolade recognising a safe and
welcoming night time economy, and is the
only City in the country to achieve this.
“This recognition is testament to the
hard work that all the partners put in
year round to ensure the city centre is as
welcoming an environment as it can be
and that is why we have seen violence fall
to these new levels.
“We very much look forward to
welcoming the tens of thousands of
visitors that will come daily into the city
over the festive period. The festive strand
of Operation Oak has been running
successfully for many years now and
has been recognised both locally and
nationally as making a difference.
“We work with more than 70 partners and
that is what is behind the success, having
a collaborative approach.
“Like any city of this size, we have the
occasional challenge, but I know from
experience that the overwhelming majority
of folk will be here to enjoy themselves
and will cause us no issue at all. The
message is the same, we ask that you take
some personal responsibility and don’t
leave yourself vulnerable”.
Area Commander Chief Inspector Graeme
Mackie said: “Our message is clear we
want people to enjoy themselves but we
will be increasing the policing presence at
key times in the city centre.
“It is positive to know that crime figures
have continued to fall and we are here to
ensure that the minority of individuals who
www.onthebell.co.uk

will behave in a disorderly manner do not
ruin the fun for our communities.
“Drinking too much can impair your
judgement and make you more vulnerable
to finding yourself in situations you would
not normally find yourself in sober. We ask
that people are aware lives can change
dramatically very quickly and ask that you
keep safe and remain in control of your
actions.”
Susan Webb, Interim Director of Public
Health, said: “The festive period is rightly
a time for people to enjoy celebrating
together, and alcohol is for many a
traditional part of that. Operation Oak
reminds us that alcohol is a major cause of
anti-social behaviour, violence, accidents
and injuries. Drinking alcohol affects
awareness and decision making and can
lead to people finding themselves in
situations that they would have managed
to avoid if sober. While our paramedics
and hospitals do a fantastic job, we want
to see as few celebrations as possible
where people end up as casualties in need
of their attention.”
Cllr Martin Greig, Chair Aberdeen
Community Safety Partnership said: “Oak
is all about teamwork. Over the years the
coordinated efforts of the operation have
shown the very positive benefits from
working together in this campaign. Oak
has made a considerable difference for the
better. During the Festive period the city
centre should be an enjoyable place for
fun and for socialising. Everyone shares
in the responsibility to look after our city
and it is particularly good to see how
businesses and individuals have responded
to Oak to improve the safety of all. The
police, fire and council come together to
make a special effort to tackle problems
at this very busy time of year. Everyone
should be getting involved and supporting
the good work of the professionals.”
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, Station
Manager Gordon Riddel, wants to see
people enjoying the festive season, but
urges them to do so safely. He said:
“Always ensure cigarettes are properly
extinguished and placed in properly
designed cigarette disposal units. Never
put cigarettes straight into bins which are
situated throughout the city. Bin fires have
been known to spread and affect adjacent
buildings.
“At the end of the night, please make
use of the take away shops and vendors
instead of going home and cooking whilst
under the influence of alcohol. Over 60%
of our emergency calls are to cooking
related fires.
Finally, test your smoke alarms to make
sure they are working. If you come home
after you’ve been drinking, they could save
your life if you end up being careless due
to alcohol.”

Gary Craig, Chief Executive of Aberdeen
Inspired, said: “The willingness of
organisations to work together is crucial
as we all try to make Aberdeen a more
welcoming and safe environment.
Aberdeen Inspired has led a variety
of unique projects within the city
centre aimed at making it an attractive
destination for those who use it regularly
and we are pleased to again be supporting
Operation Oak.
“Earlier this year Aberdeen Inspired
secured Purple Flag status for the second
year running as recognition of these
efforts and we are currently preparing for
a re-assessment of this status. We believe
that Aberdeen’s night time economy has
been strengthened tremendously through
initiatives like this and we look forward to
continuing our work alongside our partner
agencies to support the great progress
that has been made already.”
Ewan Murray, Area Service Manager
for Aberdeen City, Scottish Ambulance
Service, said: “Ambulance staff deal
with 20%-30% increases in calls at peak
periods during the festive season, ensuring
that those with the most need get the
fastest response.
“Our staff do a fantastic job of keeping
people safe over the festive season and
into the winter, yet they have to deal with
the added challenges that come with
excessive alcohol consumption at this time
of year. Ambulance crews deserve respect
and appreciation, not the verbal abuse
and physical assaults that many of them
endure at the busiest time of year for 999
emergency calls.
“As they enjoy festive parties, we would
ask people to drink sensibly and wrap up
well for the weather. This will help us to
focus our ambulances on responding to
those people who are in most need of our
help.”
Gerry Bowyer, from Aberdeen Street
Pastors, said: “Aberdeen Street Pastors are
now preparing for their eighth Christmas
serving those who will be celebrating the
Christmas season in the city of Aberdeen.
Our volunteers are an integral part of
this year’s Operation Oak and bring their
listening, caring and helping service to play
their part in helping make our city a safe
and fun place to celebrate. We continue
to work within the Weekend Working
Partnership and assist in their three main
objectives which are to, reduce violent
crime, to create a culture of responsible
drinking, and to assist where we can to
enhance the appeal of the City Centre
during the night time economy. Our teams
will be in operation at the weekends
during the festive period supported by
our Safe Space vehicle based in Belmont
Street. Safe space offers a warm dry
space where we can offer warm drinks;
administer first aid or a listening ear
for those who need to chat. If you are
planning to come into the city please
remember to drink responsibility, stay with
your friends and keep your possessions
safe.”
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POLICE SCOTLAND

Her Royal Highness
The Princess Royal opens
Police Scotland Clyde Gateway
New police office transforms Dalmarnock
HRH The Princess Royal today, Thursday
19 November 2015, formally opened
Police Scotland’s Clyde Gateway office at
Dalmarnock in Glasgow’s east end.
As the largest single employer in the area,
Police Scotland’s five-storey Riverside
East site serves as an operational and
administrative hub for the west of
Scotland.
The £24 million building has been a key
project for Clyde Gateway’s regeneration
of Dalmarnock and the surrounding area
to transform the east end of Glasgow for
business and commercial use.
More than 1,100 police officers and staff
are now based at the Clyde Gateway
building on the banks of the River Clyde,
effectively replacing the former Pitt Street
accommodation and saving £1million in
maintenance costs.
The new 120,000 sq ft facility designed
by Cooper Cromar and constructed by
Morgan Sindall hosts specialist crimefighting units including the Licensing and
Violence Reduction Division, Football
Co-ordination Unit Scotland, Domestic
Abuse Co-ordination Unit and the National
Child Abuse Investigation Unit (west). As
well as the Service’s Professional Standards
Department and Counter Corruption
Unit, the building serves as a central
administrative hub for key support services
including Estates, People & Development,
Information & Communication Technology,
Corporate Communications, Facilities and
Procurement.

Police Scotland Deputy Chief Constable
Neil Richardson said,
“It was apparent that a continued demand
for a large policing facility was required to
support the delivery of effective policing
services for local communities in the West
of Scotland. Today’s formal opening of the
Clyde Gateway facility by HRH The Princess
Royal sees key administrative, financial
and support activities housed under one
roof in an energy-efficient building. It also
underlines Police Scotland’s contribution to
the regeneration of the east end following
the success of the Commonwealth Games
last year.
“Already we are seeing real benefits with
a fit-for-purpose facility, improved ICT
equipment, modern efficient amenities
and a building that is ideally placed for the
transport network.

“The Clyde Gateway facility is an exciting
opportunity for Police Scotland to be one
of the first major organisations to place
roots in an area where major investment
and significant change are expected over
the next 15 to 20 years.”
The site is close to motorway, train and
bus routes as well as being nearby to
some of the major venues and locations
associated with the 2014 Commonwealth
Games including the Emirates Arena and
Chris Hoy Velodrome and its legacy to
sustainably transform the east end.
John Foley, Chief Executive of the Scottish
Police Authority, said:
“The Scottish Police Authority is
committed to ensuring the police estate
is fit for purpose and supports the
requirements of a modern police force.
The Dalmarnock building in Glasgow’s East
End is an important step in providing a
modern, efficient, and sustainable estate
from which police officers and staff can
support our communities. It is a sound
investment for Scottish policing as a
whole.”
Ian Manson, Chief Executive of Clyde
Gateway said,
“Police Scotland’s relocation has given
a massive vote of confidence to Clyde
Gateway’s long-term transformational
plans for the east end of Glasgow
and the wider area. The look and feel
of Dalmarnock has changed beyond
recognition over the past five years and
this eye-catching building on the banks
of the river provides a great symbol of
what has already been achieved as well
as illustrating perfectly just how we can
support and assist other like-minded
organisations and companies to thrive
in the heart of the country’s biggest,
boldest and most ambitious regeneration
programme.”
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POLICE SCOTLAND

Partnership Initiative is helping vulnerable veterans
A partnership between Police
Scotland, Citizens Advice Scotland and
Poppyscotland to extend the reach of the
Armed Services Advice Project (ASAP) has
seen an increasing number of people take
up help in its second year of operation.
One member of the Armed Forces
community in Scotland every day, is
referred to and offered specialist help,
support and advice through the Veterans
Referral Scheme, part of the wider Armed
Services Advice Project (ASAP), delivered
in partnership with Poppyscotland and
Citizens Advice Scotland.
Police officers across the country come
into contact with a variety of people every
day in the course of their duties for lots of
different reasons. Police Scotland’s job is
keeping people safe and this often involves
referring people onto partnership agencies
who can offer and supply the specialist
care and support required at that time.
Since April 2014, whenever a police officer
or member of police staff is speaking to a
member of the Armed Forces community
and considers that they would benefit
from a referral to ASAP, then, with that
individual’s consent, they refer them to
ASAP via Citizen’s Advice Scotland.

Figures show that in the seven month
period between April and October this
year, 189 members of the Armed Forces
community in Scotland were referred to
ASAP for help and/or support , compared
with 199 in the twelve months between
April 2014 and March 2015.
More people are taking now taking up
that offer of help (which is a personal
choice and not compulsory) – with
acceptance rates for April to October 2015
now at 22%, compared with 18% for the
first year of the initiative.
ASAP works with a wide range of
organisations who provide advice and a
network of support – including but not
limited to benefit entitlement, debt and
money advice, housing, homelessness,
employment and relationships.
Chief Inspector Rosie Wright said: “While
everyone’s thoughts are with our current
and former service personnel in this
season of Remembrance, Police Scotland
are proud to work with all our partners,
providing a service to our communities,
including veterans and armed forces
personnel all year round.
“When we refer a veteran to ASAP, we
know that they will receive the help,

support and guidance they need in a
timely manner, regardless of whatever
their particular set of circumstances are.”
Gary Gray, Head of Welfare Services,
Poppyscotland said: “Our aim is to help
veterans access the specialist advice and
support that is available to them. This
announcement underlines the success of
the ASAP and Police Scotland partnership
in reaching more veterans and helping
them improve their lives.”
Dominic Notarangelo, Chair of Citizens
Advice Scotland, said: “The Scottish CAB
service is delighted to be part of the
Armed Services Advice Project and very
proud of what we have achieved so far. As
the CAB is one of the most recognised and
trusted advice agencies in the country, we
are ideally placed to deliver this service.
“Through working in partnership with
Poppyscotland, Police Scotland and other
organisations we can reach out to more
people to offer the expert support they
need.”
Members of the Armed Forces community
(those who have served, those still serving
and their families) in need of advice can
call the ASAP helpline on 0808 800 1007
or visit www.adviceasap.org.uk

ST JOHN AMBULANCE

St John Ambulance & Rescue
Service appoints Alison
Marquis as Deputy Chief Officer
Alison Marquis has been appointed to the
newly created post of Deputy Chief Officer
of the St John Ambulance & Rescue
Service LBG (SJARS).
Mrs Marquis’ principal role is to deputise
for the Chief Officer and assist and
support the Board of SJARS in providing
efficient and effective ambulance, rescue
and community services throughout
the Bailiwick of Guernsey. She will also
support the Chief Officer on strategic and
policy issues, providing leadership and
management skills to ensure the delivery
of the highest levels of patient care, prehospital medical treatment and rescue and
community services.
Mrs Marquis joined SJARS in 2006 as its
first female senior manager with a nonambulance service background, which was
fairly groundbreaking for the organisation
at the time. Here she was responsible for
organisational development and human
resources (HR) as well as heading up the
community, support and fund raising
activities for SJARS.
In 2012, following personal development
with the Association of Ambulance Chief
www.onthebell.co.uk

Executive’s National Ambulance Resilience
Unit in strategic command and leadership,
she was promoted to Assistant Chief
Officer taking on responsibility for the
delivery of emergency ambulance services.
Prior to joining SJARS she was deputy
director of HR for the Health and Social
Services Department.
Mrs Marquis is a member of the States of
Guernsey’s Steering Committee, which is
currently reviewing the long-term future of
the Ambulance Service.
“It is a very interesting and exciting time.
The outcome of this project will shape
the future of the provision of ambulance
services in Guernsey, taking into account
best practice elsewhere and further
collaboration with the island’s other
emergency services,” said Mrs Marquis.
Steve Le Page Chairman of St John
Ambulance & Rescue Service said: “Over
the last few years SJARS has restructured
to position itself for the future. The
new post of Deputy Chief Officer is a
direct result of this. Alison comes with a
tremendous amount of human resource

experience from within the health
services and her communication skills are
exemplary. Her appointment will bring a
number of challenges, all of which Alison
is very capable of rising to. I am confident
that within this new role she will be a
credit and great asset to the organisation.”
Mrs Marquis was educated at La Mare de
Carteret Secondary School and Guernsey
Grammar School before initially developing
her HR career within the Social Security
Department. A Corporate Member of
the Chartered Institute of Personnel and
Development (CIPD) she has attended
a number of leadership and strategic
training courses throughout her career.
She is currently a director of St John
Training Services Guernsey, a position she
has held since 2012, and has also been a
voluntary member of The Women’s Refuge
Senior Management Team.
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NICE Launches New Digital Policing Solution to
Help Law Enforcement Agencies
Close More Cases Faster
NICE Investigate automates and expedites the entire digital investigation process, leading to more effective
evidence processing and facilitating successful prosecutions
Police departments everywhere are
investing in digital policing initiatives
to better safeguard the public. Yet, the
exponential growth in digital data from an
increasing number of sources, like body
camera video and private and public CCTV
footage, now presents the challenge of
how to effectively process all of this siloed
information.
NICE Investigate, a new digital policing
solution from NICE Systems (NASDAQ:
NICE), breaks down information silos and
replaces lengthy, manual processes with
automated workflows to expedite the
entire digital investigation process. This
goes well beyond the capabilities of the
digital evidence management solutions
in use today. NICE Investigate streamlines
the collection, organization, and sharing
of potential evidence so investigators can
make sense of disparate data.
“Investigators today face some tough
challenges: collecting and securely sharing
potential evidence is surprisingly manual
and time-consuming, while analyzing the
disparate pieces to recreate the ‘who,
what, where, when and why’ of an
incident is more complicated than ever,”
noted Ed Davis, former Boston Police
Commissioner. “A software solution that
addresses these issues and leads to higher
case clearance rates would be invaluable
to any police department.”

“Investigators today spend too much time
identifying, collecting, and copying digital
evidence from various sources – including
video from citizens, private and public
CCTV video, audio recordings, photos,
and more – and lack tools to organize
and make sense of all the different
pieces,” said Chris Wooten, Executive
Vice President, NICE. “At the same time,
budgets are flat and workloads are
increasing. Inefficient processes threaten
to delay investigations, incident resolution,
and prosecution. NICE has leveraged its
experience working with thousands of
police departments and its expertise in
information management for emergency
communications centers to develop a
solution that addresses these issues.”
NICE Investigate improves investigator
efficiency and effectiveness through four
core capabilities:
• Compatibility with multiple evidence
sources: NICE Investigate integrates data
from most existing applications and
sources, including CAD and RMS systems,
body camera video, physical evidence
like photos and documents, public and
private CCTV video, in-car video, interview
recordings, citizen tips, 911 audio
recordings, gunshot detection systems,
automated license plate readers (ALPRs),
social media and more. This enables police
departments to collapse information silos,

choose best-in-class systems from leading
providers, and protect investment in
existing systems.
• Automated workflow: The solution
expedites case building by organizing
evidence into a digital case folder,
using a powerful correlation engine to
suggest potential evidence, and enabling
investigators to electronically initiate
requests for evidence and evidence
processing.
• Content analytics and visualization:
Content analytics examines digital content
from connected sources, and visual tools
display the information, making important
patterns and relationships easier to
understand. By uncovering more relevant
information and visualizing it in useful
ways, crimes that would otherwise go
unsolved can be successfully prosecuted.
• Secure collaboration and sharing:
Investigators can easily and securely
share evidence electronically, enabling
multiple investigators within an agency or
across agencies to collaborate on a case
while maintaining chain of custody and
integrity of the evidence. Investigators
no longer waste valuable time copying
and transporting digital evidence for
prosecutors.
For more information on NICE Investigate
visit www.digital-policing.com

Sabio gains contract with GMP for contact centre call
handling and radio dispatch WFM software support
Specialist Workforce Management scheduling and forecasting solution supports some 4 million calls annually
Sabio has won a contract to deliver
support for Greater Manchester Police’s
advanced Workforce Management (WFM)
solution. Greater Manchester Police (GMP)
is one of the largest forces in the UK and
uses an Impact 360 Workforce Management solution from Verint deployed by
Sabio to help meet SLAs and KPIs. The
Force currently handles around two million
calls and 900,000 incidents annually.

staff are on hand to deliver proven support, with full 24x7x365 coverage against
first, second and third line support activities, a 100% SLA for P1 and P2 incidents,
97% remote resolution and an impressive
93% of all incidents resolved in house.
Sabio’s Support offering ranges from
initial break fix activity, through to more
comprehensive remote or onsite Managed
Services.

Sabio’s support team has over 15 years’
experience in delivering and supporting
critical contact centre and communications
solutions from vendors such as Verint,
Avaya and Nuance. The company’s support

“Sabio has been a Verint partner since
2000, so we’re able to support Greater
Manchester Police with a particularly high
level of specialist expertise,” explained
Sabio Director Adam Faulkner. “We look
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forward to helping them extract the
maximum value from their WFM solution
as they continue to optimise their contact
centre resourcing through the application
of their intelligent WFM strategy.”
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PRIME MINISTER ANNOUNCES REFORMS

Prime Minister announces
plan for Police and Crime
Commissioner to take control
of the Fire & Rescue Services
Prime Minister David Cameron has
announced plans to introduce reforms that
could see police and crime commissioners
to take on control of the fire and rescue
service.
On 11 September, Mr Cameron made a
speech that outlined the government’s
vision of greater collaboration between
the emergency services. He explained that
there needs to be greater efficiency in
relation to resources within the emergency
services and this could be achieved by
shared premises, back offices, IT systems
and procurement policies.
The government’s reforms would also
see the abolition of the London Fire and
Emergency Planning Authority, with the
Mayor of London assuming responsibility
for the fire and rescue service.
The Prime Minister heralded Hampshire
Fire and Rescue Service partnership with
South Central Ambulance Service, which
has seen both working together to act as
co-responders. Mr. Cameron said: “We
will introduce reforms that will enable
the police, fire and ambulance services to
work more closely together to save money
and improve their effectiveness. And in
areas with local support we will enable
police and crime commissioners to take

on control of the fire and rescue services,
including in London where that power will
be vested in the Mayor.”
Mr. Cameron continued: “This will improve
accountability, raise effectiveness and
deliver savings for taxpayers – that’s what
efficiency can do. Indeed, across the piece,
we should be bold. We should be smarter
with what we do have.”
Fire Brigades Union General Secretary Matt
Wrack called the move ‘undemocratic’
and warned it would lead to chaos in
the emergency services. He said: “These
are badly thought out proposals from a
government that couldn’t care less about
emergency services or those they employ.”
“There is absolutely no case for PCCs to
take over the fire and rescue service. PCCs
have no genuine democratic mandate or
understanding of the role and function
of the fire and rescue service. Firefighters
need to be seen to be neutral within the
communities they serve. Links with law
enforcers will damage the much needed
trust and reputation firefighters have built
up in neighbourhoods over decades, trust
they depend on to gain access to peoples’
homes when needed for fire prevention
and rescue work. Fire and rescue services
need independence to do their job

professionally. We will challenge these
proposals and appeal to local politicians to
do the same.”
Following the announcement, the Fire
Protection Association (FPA) has urged the
government and the emergency services
to quickly agree on a way forward. FPA
Managing Director Jonathan O’Neill said:
‘While we welcome the Prime Minister’s
statement, it should be remembered that it
has been 27 months since the publication
of the Knight Review. Given the urgent
need for efficiencies, the debate and
discussion on the future shape and
direction of fire and rescue service now
needs to be quickly resolved.”
The consultation period for the proposal
ended on 23rd October.
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